Surface topography analysis of the ryanodine receptor/junctional channel complex based on proteolysis sensitivity mapping.
The ryanodine receptor/junctional channel complex (JCC) has been isolated and identified morphologically as the foot structure spanning the gap between sarcoplasmic reticulum and the transverse tubule. Functionally, the JCC contains the calcium release channel which mediates calcium release in excitation-contraction coupling in skeletal muscle. The three-dimensional structure of the JCC, obtained by image analyses of electron micrographs, reveals two distinct faces and an efflux pathway indicated by a central pore with a diameter of approximately 20 A and four radial canals leading to the myoplasm. The JCC consists of four identical protomers, with Mr = 565,233 each. In the present study, proteolytic digestion of native JCC was carried out to obtain insight into its surface topography. Peptides generated by cleavages with endoproteinases Lys-C and Glu-C were separated by reverse-phase high pressure liquid chromatography and sequenced. Twenty-four cleavage sites have been identified and are equated to surface exposed peptides. Surface probability analysis, combined with protease sensitivity, has been used to provide independent information identifying sequences with high likelihood of appearing on the surface. This analysis also predicts sequences with low surface probability which may be buried within the hydrophobic core of the structure. Furthermore, regions of high surface probability, not cleaved by proteases, are potential candidates for surface-surface association and/or the hydrophilic internal calcium efflux pathway.